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Family ties may be genetically determined
iy Michael £>. Towle
staff reporter

Do you like your grandmother?
Does she like you? Your answers to
these questions could be part of a
predetermined genetic condition,
according to Dr. Mark Gromko, associate Professor in biological sciences.
"What we are suggesting in our
research is that a great deal of human
behavior is the product of natural
selection (natural as in innate or
unacquired)," Gromko said.

"There is a great deal of research knows that that daughter had her
going on right now regarding 'aiding grandchild."
behavior.' They are finding that in
the same assurance is
animals as well as human beings a lot not"However,
there through males, because the
of this 'aiding behavior' seems to be grandmother cannot be absolutely
directed at relatives," he said.
sociology or tradition that might also
Maternal grandmothers are more play a role," Gromko said,
apt to help with their grandchildren certain of who the father of that
than paternal grandmothers, Gromko particular child is," he said.
said.
Gromko admits there are many
"The answer as we see it is that
there is an assurance of maternity," other explanations for this type of
Gromko said. "A grandmother knows human behavior, but thinks biologists
for a fact who her daughter is. and she have found the key.

"There are other explanations that
might have to do with economics,

involved in why human beings behave
a certain way in different situations.

"I think what is creating the controversy here is that biologists are jumping in and saying 'look, here's all your
approximate explanations, your economics, politics and tradition, that
might not be it, it might be more
fundamental than that, ft might be in
the genes,' " he said.

His research is now involved with
studying the genetic behavior of the
drosophila melangaster (the common
fruit fly).

"The males will transfer a substance during copulation that changes
the behavior of the female so that she
responds differently to other males.
This is how a male fruit fly protects
bis sperm from that of other males,"
he said.

"We have found that the male fruit
fly will transfer several hundred
sperm to females during a single
copulation. The females use the
sperm for fertilization of her eggs for
up to three or four weeks," he said.

"What we have found out in our
research is that there are two forms
of this substance, and since there are
two forms that denote genetic variability, what we want to know is how is
this maintained," be said.

Gromko's research is aimed at finding out if there is an innate factor
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900 students reject
SLS fee requests
by Morgan Sales
reporter

An estimated 900 rejection notices
for the proposed legal service program have been received by the bursar's office among the 4,500 letters
and checks for fall bills reaching the
office in the first week of billing.
A form sent out to 15,000 students
attending the University in the fall
explained the procedure that would be
used to put the program into effect.
Students were notified that if they
wished not to fund or participate'in
the legal services program they could
deduct the $2 charge from their fall
bill.
"A lot of people are confused about
what the $2 fee for legal service on
their bill is for, so they are simply not
Saying it," Diana Mallory, a clerk at
ie bursar's office, said.
Student legal service was formed to
provide legal advice and representation to students according to Brian
Baird, Undergraduate Student Goverment president. The $2 fee billed to

students is needed to raise $30,000 for
a base operating fund.
"This is the first program of its kind
in the state of Ohio. I've got other
student body programs across the
state wanting to know how we're
doing, breathing down my neck for
information. We've got a model program here," Baird said.
Baird said he expects the student
legal services program to go into
effect this spring despite the confusion.
"I expected some confusion about
what we are doing so this is not
beyond my expectation. Some of them
are incoming freshman and another
couple thousand are returning students who unfortunately are uninformed about what we're trying to
do," he said.
A fund raising campaign is planned
for the fall semester to inform students about the legal service.
"Maybe we can get some of the
students to change their mind and pay
the two dollars. I know the need is
there. We gotta have this," Baird
said.
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would raise fees
by Michael D. Towle
staff reporter
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BG News Photo/by Tim Appel
Bookstore employee Kim Fullenlove checks the hat size of senior IPCO major
Jim Simmons, as he orders his cap and gown for summer graduation Saturday.

The repeal of Governor Celeste's 90
percent income tax increase would
leave Ohio's universities no choice
but to raise student fees," according
to John Mahaney, a consultant to the
anti-repeal committee for Ohio.
"It would have a disasterous effect
on higher education," Mahaney said.
"We're (Ohio) not supporting higher
education too great as it is. If this
repeal wins, the legislature will probably reimpose an even smaller tax."
A voter rejection of the tax increase
would almost certainly mean the passage of a state income tax too small to
fit the state's needs, according to
Mahaney.
"I can't realistically see a state
legislature, in an election year, passing, or even introducing, a tax large
enough to fit the budget since the
voters just rejected one, and that
means less money for education,
that's just common sense," he said.
"And if they do pass that smaller
tax. the only way a university can
make up for the loss is by raising
student fees," he said.
Dr. Paul Olscamp, University president, said the repeal would not effect

the University until the 1984-85 school
year.
"Our contracts are signed for the
upcoming year, but I wouldn't want to
predict for the following year should
this repeal pass," he said. "But, this
could have a dramatic effect on future
fee increases.
"Ohio universities currently have
the sixth highest tuitional fees in the
country," he said.
Howard Collier, chairman of the
anti-repeal commmittee said his
group faces a psychological disadvantage, in fighting the repeal.
People are emotional already because of general frustration over
taxes - which I share. That puts us
five miles behind in a ten mile race,"
he said.
Ohioans to Stop Excessive Taxation
turned in more than 524,801 signatures from people in favor of the tax
repeal proposal to put the issue on the
Nov. 8 ballot.
A second component of the proposal
would force the state legislature to
pass all tax bills by a two thirds vote
of the state senate. Opponents say this
would create a "minority rule" atmosphere on tax bills.

USA Today has large circulation despite lack of profits
by Kymberll Fnieh
orter

Summer grads
to receive degrees
More than 925 students will receive degrees during summer commencement exercises at 10 a.m.
Saturday, Aug. 20.
The graduating class includes 28
candidates for doctoral degrees;
391 candidates for master s degrees, four specialist degrees, 18
candidates for associate degrees
and 498 candidates for bachelor's
degrees.
Of those receiving bachelor's degrees, 30 students are expected to
graduate with honors. Among them
is Roger P. Doerner of Norwalk,
the only student expected to graduate summa cum laude for maintaining a grade point average
above 3.9. Seven students are candidates for magna cum laude for
maintaining a UFA above 3.75, and
22 are candidates for cum laude
recognition, given to those who
have a GPA above 3.5.
The graduating class represents
67 of Ohio's 88 counties, 27 states
and 19 countries.
In event of inclement weather
Saturday, graduation ceremonies
will take place in Anderson Arena
at Memorial Hall on campus.

Registration held
for night classes
Fall semester registration for
evening students, those attending
classes only after 5 p.m., will be
held Aug. 23-24.
Registration for undergraduate
and graduate students willbe from
5:30-7:30 p.m. both days in the
Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.
Students then can register for
classes, pay fees and pick up parking decals, according to Joyce
Kepke, director of the evening
credit program.
College advisors also will be
available to help students design
programs and select courses.

pite recent allegations by executives of the Gannet newspaper chain
who have voiced concern over USA
Today's lack of profits, Charles Wanninger, assistant editor, calls the daily a "dramatic success."
USA Today's success is reflected in
the number of sales on campus,
according to Aria Dalgleish, University Union clerk.
"We used to get them in at 10 or 11
and by 11:30 they're gone. We began
by getting 30 a day, but since it is such
a popular paper we now get 50 and
usually sell out of them except for an
occasional one or two," she said.
Dalgleish said USA Today's sales
surpass The Toledo Blade and all
other papers offered to the University
community except the Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
'It always sells as many, if not

more, copies as the Dealer," she said.
The publication began September
15, 1962, reaching readers in the Atlanta and mid-south areas. To date, it
is distributed in 15 markets around
the country , and will expand to four
more in September and 11 next year.
Seven months after first publication, Gannett reported a circulation of
1,109,587.
Charles Wanninger, assistant to the
editor, said USA Today's growth is
occurring faster than anticipated.
"The paper is not profitable, but if
the growth rate continues in the same
pattern as it has these past 11 months,
we should see more of a profit sooner
than hoped for," Wanninger said.
According to an article printed recently in Publishers Auxiliary, USA
Today's circulation figures are much
lower than reported. This misrepresentation of figures is believed to be a
ploy by Gannett to hype the paper's

success, according to anonymous
Gannett executives.
The sources said
the figures are1 actually between 800,000 and 900,000.
Bob Bortel, director of University
student publications may have an
answer to the discrepancy in figures.
Circulation figures are not a true
barometer of USA Today's success
because the numbers are primarily
based on rapid penetration of new
markets, Bortel said.
"There is a natural curiosity to read
something new, but as the newness
wears off, actual readership drops
off. I would like to see what the
figures would be for the same market
in a year from now," Bortel said.
Whether the circulation figures are
a ploy by Gannett or not, the independent auditing Firm of Price. Waterhouse and company verified the
numbers and put the newspaper 40
percent ahead of its April 1983 projec-

tions.
The paper, which appears on stands
Monday thru Friday, is the third
largest daily newspaper in circulation, behind The Wall Street Journal
and The New York Daily News.
A survey by the independent firm of
Simmons Market Research shows
that USA Today is purchased by the
upscale college-educated reader.
Wanninger attributed the success of
USA Today to short summary stories,
attractive four-color graphics ana
national coverage of issues that interest the public.
"We receive a lot of praise letters
from our readers and fellow journalists. Overall, the public thinks we are
doing a good job, Wanninger said.
The major complaint readers have
aboutUSA Today is that "we should
have more meat in our stories," Wanninger said. "Let me stress that USA
Today is not a primary paper, but a

supplemental one. The public reads
our articles for the bare facts. They
turn to their local paper for more indepth information.''
Some Gannett officials claim that
high circulation costs are preventing
the paper from becoming profitable.
Another concern is that USA Today's
unique use of four-color graphics and
advertisements are causing production expenses to skyrocket.
By 1987, USA Todav officials hopes
for a 2.3 million circulation. They plan
to expand internationally with overseas plants. At that time the paper
will become profitable due to increased circulation.
"We have a five-year business plan
that will prove the speculations
wrong. USA Today will De profitable," Wanninger said.

Sport drives tractor-pullers
through dust, noise and dirt
by Morgan Sale*
reporter

The noise, billowing smoke and dust
that accompany tractor pulls will
arrive in Bowling Green this weekend
as the 17th annual National Tractor
Pulling Championships return.
The threfrday contest, Aug. 19-21, is
sponsored by the Northwestern Ohio
Tractors Pullers Inc. (NOTPI). It will
offer a $90,000 purse, one of the largest on the circuit, and will attract an
estimated 20,000 fans daily to the
Wood County Fair Grounds.
Enthusiasts claim tractor pulling is
the United States' fastest-growing
motor sport. Each tractor lugs a
specially designed 65,000-pound
weighted sled down a dirt track 100
yards long and 30 yards wide.
The goal in tractor pulling is a "full
pull, "which is the length of the track
with the longest pull winning. As the
competition progresses the weight of
the sled is mechanically adjusted to
make it heavier.
Pulling has been part of rural farm
life ever since farmers placed wagers
on whose horse was the strongest.

Today, the pulling strength of the
farm work horse has been replaced by
the "iron horse."
"Mine is a super-stocker, the ones
that blow quite a bit of smoke," Larry
Getz, 25, the 1979 Ohio state tractorpulling rookie of the year. said.
"Basically it's a normal production
tractor, but it'll never go back to the
field. It's so far from going back to the
field it's pathetic. A lot of farmers I
know ask me what gear I pull in and
when I tell them what gear, they
about die, because the gear I pull in is
the gear they ride up and down the
road in. They go in a low gear to plow,
disc, and work the ground to plant.
The gear is so ungodly slow, but when
they find I pull in road gear it just
amazes them to know end,' Getz said.
Factory production tractors that
can be used for tractor pulling have a
list selling price of $45,000 to $60,000,
Getz said. He works with his father at
Getz and Anderson, an International
Harvester dealership, when he isn't
out pulling.
"I've got around $25,000 invested in
mine. I could buy a nice Porsche or a
couple of 'Vettes with the money. Now

that isn't counting an hour of my
labor. That is just money and parts in
the tractor," Getz said.
Fred Getz, Larry's father and a
member of Northwestern Ohio Tractor Pullers, approves of his son's
hobby, with one objection.
"I'd just as soon not know the
amount of money he spends, because
it would only upset me," Fred Getz
said. "He may break even, but he'll
never get ahead 'cause every cent he
makes goes into the damn tractor."
"He ukes it when I'm not broke,"
Larry Getz said. "When I'm broke, he
asks me, 'Larry, why do you do it?'
But when I'm running, making a little
money and placing well, it's the greatest thing in the world."
Some pullers start with a normal
tractor and strip it down, according to
Getz.
"It takes them a good year to get it
ready for the track," he said. "It
involves a lot of time, money and
machine shop hours. You can't use
very many stock parts, everything
has to be changed - the body frame,
transmission, rear-end and motors,'
see TRACTOR page six
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BG News Photo/by John Walker

Larry Qeti. 25, has an expensive hobby In tractor-pulling. So far, he estimates
he has spent »25,000 on his "superstocker" tractor.
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States drinking problems
need alternative solution
t was thought that raising the drinking age to 19 in the
.state of Ohio was necessary. Among other things, it
E
would be a useful way of eliminating the problem of drinking
for those underage.
Now, this action is apparently not thought to be enough. A
movement has developed that supports raising the drinking
age to 21. This idea is not as feasible as it seems at first
glance. Instead it seems highly reactionary. Reactionaries
sometimes have a way of dealing with the symptoms' without
doing anything to help the sickness.
The sickness is drunk driving. It can affect anyone of any
age: teenagers, young adults, middle-aged people, etc.
Stringent rules cannot prevent it. Pills cannot prevent it.
Raising, lowering, or eliminating the drinking age cannot
prevent people from drinking and driving if they want to. If
raising the drinking age were the solution to the problem,
wouldn't places like Germany, (where children are permitted to drink), have a serious drunk driving problem?
Those from Germany say there is no drunk driving problem
in their country. What is the difference?
The difference is that other countries acknowledge that
people are going to drink. Maybe the rules have been
developed so that the people even respect it and know what
effect it can have because they are familiar with drink. In
America, drinking is given a "forbidden fruit" attitude.
Forbidden fruit is not respected, one just can't wait to get to a
point where it canbe tried. Also, what about bordering states
with lower drinking ages? A teenager who cannot drink and
drive in Ohio will go to Michigan and drive in Ohio producing
the possibility of a much more serious accident than if he just
had a beer at the local tavern.
One of the things at the root of the problem could be that old
American ethic "something for nothing" again. Quick and
lasting solutions cannot be found without spending time
and/or money. Parents have to be willing to spend more
quality time with children. Drunk driving among teenagers
is like drunk driving among any age group. It is an attempt
by the individuals to eliminate stress and forget problems.
Time should be spent educating people on how to deal with
problems instead of drinking them away on the state's roads.

Jungle Book revisited
What happened was that a few
Sears ago people started giving us
ouseplants instead of cut flowers.
The children gave their mother a
palm tree for Mother's Day; they
gave me a philodendron for Father's
Day and three dieffenbachias for
Christmas.

COMMENTARY
by Art Buchwald
My wife put them in the living
room. The relatives brought a snake
plant a few months later, and a friend
presented us with a fatsia plant which
my wife put in the library to help
"cheer" it up.
She dutifully watered them and.
talked to them and they started to
grow...and grow...and grow. Then she
decided the living room looked bare
and bought some grape ivy which she
wrapped around the take balcony and
some aspidistras which she placed in
the corner near the television set.
Someone sent us a schefflera for an
anniversary, and friends who have a
farm in the Shenandoah trucked in
two spider plants which were put in
the dining room. A future son-in-law
presented us with three rubber plants
and on my birthday I was given a
potted elephant's-ears all of my own.
My daughter, who was going away to
college, asked us if we would keep her
weeping fig plants while she was
away, and someone, I can't remember who, sent us a box of screw pines.
The house looked green and lovely
for a short while. But then a strange
thine happened. The plants kept getting larger and larger. First they took
over the living room. We realized this
when be man who came to fix the TV
set got lost and was never heard from
again. My wife wanted me to search
for him, but I said to her, "Are you
kidding? That living room's a jungle"
.
One Saturday I bought a machete
and tried to chop a trail though the
living room to my library. But after
four hours I realized it was hopeless.
The more I hacked away, the faster
the houseplants grew. We closed off
the living room.
We were sitting in the dining room
one evening when I noticed I couldn't
see anyone at the table. It was an
eerie feeling as I shouted through the
palm leaves: "Is anybody there?"I
thought I heard a voice coming from
the end of the table saying, "You

Tarzan, me Jane," but it could have
been the wind. I looked up and saw
one of my children sitting in a branch
of the palm tree. "What are you doing
up there? Sit down and eat your
dinner."
"Where can I sit?" she wanted to
know.
"In your chair." I said
"I can't find my chair, "she said
"Do you think they'll ever send a
rescue ship to find us?"
That night I said to my wife, "We've
S;ot to move out of the dining room,
t's not safe to eat there any more."
"They're only plants," she said
"What about scorpians and snakes?
You can't have that much foliage
without scorpians."
We put some defoliant down between the dining room and kitchen
and started to eat all our meals in the
kitchen. Occasionally, a kangaroo
vine or the grape ivy tried to sneak in,
but I kept an ax by my side and every
once in a while I chopped off a length
of it before it crawled to our food.
My doctor warned me to stay out of
the library unless I wanted to take a
gamble on catching malaria fever.
Despite our efforts to keep the
plants from getting into the kitchen, a
yucca tree crushed the door down and
in a matter of a week the kitchen was
a forest.
One evening I lost my wife for four
hours, and only by luck stumbled over
her next to the Waring blender.
Worse, both the dog and the cat had
become wild and we decided to free
them to live the life of their ancestors,
before they had been domesticated by
Two weeks later we moved everyone up to the second floor of the house
but the plants followed us. At first we
kept them at bay by starting small
forest fires and removing the staircase, but the vines began climbing the
walls.
I am now writing this from our atic
on the third floor. If anyone reads this
please send help! We have enough
food to last us one more week. Tell the
helicopter pilot we have a gray mansard roof. That's the only thing he can
see from the air.
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Scenes from across the border

Americans could learn lessons from Canada
I'd like to tell you about a friend of
mine. His address is 21 Ashland, Toronto, Ontario. When last I saw him
he had eleven people staving at his
house. Some of those people go to bed

COMMENTARY
by Rachelle Ashley
people at 10:30 pm. Some of them go
to bed at 11:30 or 12 p.m. Some of
them return after a night of partying
2:30 a.m. However, when they get up
in the morning, they'd best remember
there is only one bathroom at the head
of the stairs and be prepared to stake
it out as early as possible.
Ashland is a dead end street. My
friend has lived there for three years.
He says the neighbors may wonder
about the stream of men and women
going in and out his door at all hours,
or the several cats roaming around
the place, or the domesticated rabbits
in the back yard. They may wonder,
but they have never mounted an
'Eject Stanley Smith' campaign like
they might in American residential
communities. Mike Wallace has
never come knocking on Stanley's
door.
Stanley Smith runs what is called
the Toronto Student House. It was
Saturday night when three Americans
knocked on his door. He admitted
them, bringing the household total to
13.1 was one of them.
I walked into a room and seated
myself on the floor in front of the
television. It didn't take long for me to
realize that I had usurped a position.
Nothing was said, no looks were
passed, I just knew. Soon, a student
came into the room , looked around
and sat on the sofa.
"There's room here.", I said moving over.
"Thank you. That is my favorite
spot.", the student replied.
"I thought so.", I said to myself.
Turning back to the television, I
smiled to myself. I thought I detected
something familiar in the student's
speech. I hesitated then thought
''What have I got to lose?" The answer came back. "Nothing", so I took
a stab at it.
"Bist du ein Deutscher?", I asked
in German.
"Yes", he replied in English. "And
so are these two.", he said motioning
to two students on the sofa.
I shook their hands.
Upon returning my gaze to the
television, I observed we were watcht
ing "Passages", a docudrama about
the smuggling of people out of Nazi
Germany. Ironic I thought. The Germans had chosen the show.
Stanley beds everyone down for
seven dollars a night including breakfast. We Americans stayed out all

night and got back to the house in time
to greet two Swedes at the door. Being
tired, there was no conversation at
the time.
I was awaken by a tap and the
words, "Good Morning, want some
tea?". Stanley was doing wake up
rounds. The line for the bathroom had
not yet formed. Most of the others
were not awake yet.
I had my tea. Stanley and I talked
about this "strange" house. Soon, my
German friend joined us. The table
grew noisier as one by one the students uttered "Good Morning" in
German, French, or English. At final
count, there were fourteen of us sitting around the table: three Germans,
two Swedes, two French, two Canadians, one Chinese, one Lebanese and
three Americans.
"Okay, I want everyone out by 10

/A/

o'clock so I can go to church.'' Stanley
announced after everyone had breakfast.
The breakfast club dispersed one by
one. I sat at the table talking to the
two Swedes three Germans. The
Swedes wanted to go sailing, the Germans decided upon touring the city in
search of an elusive jazz festival in
one of the many parks. Glancing at
my watche, I saw that it was time to
start back to Bowling Green.
The other two packed the car as I
had a final conversation with the
Swedes. Stanley swept the walk and
yelled, "Be back around five
o'clock", to the returning students.
The experience of staying in the
Toronto Student House for one night
reinforced a dominate theme that was
apparent throughout the weekend in
Toronto. It is an acceptance of those
different than you that one seldom
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finds in American society. In America, it seems as if someone is always
ready to accept you if or because of
something .
In Toronto, many different cultures
live together; some as transients and
many as residents. America makes
the great claim to being a melting pot,
yet many people in America who have
been here for generations still do not
blend into the dominant society.
In Toronto they blend much more
easily. People retain individual ethniticity without hating others for retaining theirs. I am not saying that
prejudice is non-existent. I am sure it
does given the media's portrayal of
ethnics. However, the blending of the
ingredients of the melting pot produce
a smoother gravy in Toronto.
Rachelle Ashley is the editorial editor
for the News.
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Secretary of state loses power to president
Being the Secretary of State is not
an easy job. Many a person who has
held the title will attest to that fact.
Recent secretaries of state have had
more trouble in the position compounded by the actions of the chief
executive exercising his commanderin-chief discretion.

COMMENTARY
by Rachelle Ashley
Frustrating developments stifling
recent administrators who have held
the secretary's job are a result of the
amount of control President Reagan
wants over United States foreign policy.
Last year, when former Secretary
of State Alexander Haig resigned
from his post, he had some uncompromising quotes to make a regarding his
relationship with the president. Said
Haig,

"We agreed that consistency, clarity and steadiness of purpose were
essential, but in recent months it has
become clear to me that the foreign
policy on which we are embarked
together was shifting from that careful course."
White House observers surmise
that this quote can be interpreted as
meaning Reagan and Haig were not
being consistent, clear, or steady.
Could it have been that Haig was
advocating handling of a situation in a
specific way, only to have Reagan
turn around and handle the situation
differently without Haig's knowledge? Evidently, this played a part in
the resignation.
Still, maybe this was a personality
conflict between Haig and Reagan .
However, evidence suggests more
thant just a personality conflict between the Haig and Reagan.
In a recent NEWSWEEK report, it
was said Secretary of State George
Shultz is "pushed to his limit" by

power plays executed by the presi- consistent conservative with definite
dent regarding Central American pol- warmonger leanings. He is the star of
icy. Schultz evidently made the the new miniseries Bonzo Goes to
president aware of his disappoint- Washington, and Bonzo Lives in the
ment over being left out of major White House, and Bonzo Runs for Repolicy decisions. Sources state that election. He is rumored by some
Schultz did not hand over his resigna- fairly credible sources within the metion though he was expected by some dia to have more than just a touch of
to do so. Further, the situation has that senility. This is the man who we
been compounded in difficulty by want to make foreign policy and reReagan's appointment of Richard turn to the White House. I for one do
Stone as presidential envoy to Central not wish to see that happen.
America.
So, there is disharmony in pbradise.
Additionally, I hope the two remainEven Reagan's own appointments are ing liberal justices on the Supreme
finding the man hard to live with. Court, Thurgood Marshall and WilReagan seemingly appoints people to liam Brennan, don't die before the
positions in an attempt to distribute American people have a chance to
his own power. He has a hand in elect a president worthy and able of
everything. He can. control, and he finding suitable replacements for
can have the final say . Sounds scary these liberal judges. It would be a pity
to give Reagan a legacy for exercisdoesn't it?
If Congress steps out of line, he can ing his kind of influence over the
threaten to veto. If people resign or federal judiciary also.
are accused of injustice, Reagan can
appoint his own model of 'yes men' to Rachelle Ashley is editorial editor for
replace the fallen warrior. He is a . tbeNews

LETTERS!
Higher drinking
age won't work
Well, once again, another political
witch hunt has formed. Specifically, I
am referring to the possibility of Ohio
raising its drinking age to 21. Not only
is this action irrational, but it defeats
its own purpose.
This current movement to raise the
drinking age is simply another panic
created by our increasingly boring,
conservative government. Ohio is one
of many other states that are threatening to switch to 21. The main thrust
of this hunt is the problem of drinking
and driving. Despite its good intentions, switching to a 21 drinking age is
simply a token gesture that deceivingly reassures and comforts parents about their sons and daughters
drinking and driving.

In conclusion, emotional issues like
In reality, this token gesture defeats it's own purpose. Being a trans- this often become political vehicles
einted Hoosier, which is a 21 state, I for politicians, especially when it gets
ve lost two friends in alcohol-re- dose to election time. U nfortunately,
lated accidents. Since they couldn't this is the case with Ohio. Ohioans
buy beer and go home to enjoy it, they should avoid having another liberty
were forced to drive around and drink taken away for the sake of token
to avoid their parents and the police. politics. Hence, you can do your part
If they were allowed to drink legally, by voting against this issue Novemthey would be at a bar or at home, ber.
which is obviously safer then cruising
county roads. (At least at a bar, a
drunk would have more opportunities Dirk Smith
for assistance.) I believe my friends 716 E. Wooster St.
would still be alive today if they were Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
given the cahnce to act as adults and
drink responsibly rather than being
forced to sneak alcohol behind everyone's back.
Thus, the bottom line is that no
matter what the legal age, people are
going to drink, f spent my teens
buying beer and liquor with a fake
I.D. or from friends who were 21. In
As a hardworking graduate student,
short, this ludicrous 21 law is ineffecI have been glad to have the Recretive and defeats its own purpose.

Pool closings
should be
publicized

ation Center to incorporate into my
routine. Every Friday and Saturday
when the library closes, I take off for
the Rec Center for some laps in Cooper Pool.
Last Friday when I arrived, I found
myself swamped by an Olympic
meet. On checking I found it had been
scheduled since last year's meet was
held here; yet there had been nothing
posted about the hours changing during the week or two before. 1 read
nothing about such changes in the
Monitor or the BG News.
Having the meet was probably a
good thing, but it would have saved
me and others some trouble if the Rec
Center folks had thought to tell us
about it ahead of time.
Raoul Kulberg
618 W. Wooster St.
352-8132
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Students offered new insurance plan
As a result of popular support by
its members, the Student Health
Advisory Committee (SHAC) is
offering an accident and health
medical insurance plan to all University students, beginning fall semester.
Headed by William Harm, SHAC
is an advisory board comprised of
faculty members and University
students.
SHAC frequently asked Dr. Janice Lloyd, medical director of the
University health center, to sit in
on the meetings. According to
Lloyd, it was the best plan available.
"The committee accepted bids

on the basis of the types of coverage desired and the lowest prices
for those particular coverages,"
Lloyd said. "It was the best they
could get"
Lloyd said the acceptance of the
insurance plan stimulated competition among other insurance
firms.
When other companies, like Blue
Cross, found out about the rates the
University was offered, they lowered their rates and individually
offered plans to other students.
Lloyd said all students should have
received brochures on the health
Clan which is provided by G-M
nderwriters INC. of Rochester,
Mich. -

The pamphlet lists several types
of coverage ranging from in-hospital medical treatment and psychotherapy services to emergency
outpatient care and diagnostic
services.
The pamphlet also states all coverage of claims filed before September will go in effect Aug. 30,
and any claim filed beyond that
deadline will be effective the following first of every month.
The costs of the plans vary with
the length of the policy.
Listed in the brochure are the
payments. If the student wishes to
pay monthly, the cost is $22. If he
wishes to pay quarterly, the charge

willbettDo.

Marchers bound for Washington
by Joe Gray
news editor

Twenty years ago this month, Martin Luther King, Jr. led a march on
Washington that sparked the passage
of several civil rights bills.
Many feel that since then civil
rights have been "on the back burner," Edith Smith, a media representative for the March on Washington,
said. No significant legislation for
civil rights nas been passed since
then, she said.
The March on Washington for Jobs,
Peace and Freedom to be held Aug. 27
will commemorate King's march and
press for legislation for civil rights
along with nuclear disarmament and
employment, Smith said.
A number of Bowling Green citizens
and some members of Women for
Women plan to be in Washington D.C.
for the march.
Labor, peace, women's rights, civil
rights, religious, youth and environmentalist groups will be represented
in the march, Smith said.
"All of these groups feel they have a
common commitment to justice.

peace and freedom," she said. The
march is being organized by such
people as Coretta Scott King, Benjamin Hooks, NAACP president, Jesse
Jackson, Stevie Wonder and Congressman Walter Fauntrow, D-WashingD.C, the national director.
The groups involved include the
AFL-CIO, the NAACP, the National
Organization for Women, the United
Auto Workers and the National Education Association, Smith said. But
the divergent nature of the groups has
at least one person from Bowling
Green concerned that the rally will
not get across its message.
"f think a group with such a wide
coalition of interests loses its punch,"
Sister Patricia Schnapp, a former
campus minister at St Thomas More
University Parish, said. But the
march is an effort to broaden the
numbers of support for the issues,
Schnapp said.
A veteran of nuclear freeze
marches in Washington D.C. and New
York City, Schnapp, who left St
Thomas More to work on a doctorate
in English literature this fall, said a
deep "inner ought" drives her to

demonstrate. She said a growing
awareness about El Salvador and
nuclear arms has made her want to
act on the issues she believes in.
To Schnapp, the United States'
arms policy Is "screwed up." She said
the money spent on defense takes
away jobs in industry and cited statistics published by Sane, Citizen's Organization for a Sane World, which
state $1 billion creates 45,000 jobs in
the defense industry and 85,000 nursing jobs.
The issues of employment and nuclear arms are interlinked and so are
all the issues the march will deal with,
Schnapp said.
David Terry, a junior geography
major, is going to the march with
Schnapp and about six others mainly
because of his support of a nuclear
freeze, but he said he is committed to
civil rights as well.

Review of year's performance
will decide Olscamp's salary
The salary book for 196344 approved by the Board of Trustees Friday did not include a salary
recommendation for Dr. Paul Olscamp, University president.
Robert Luurfg, board president,
said Olscamp's salary would be set
after a committee finishes reviewing
his firstyear in office. Olscamp, who
made 170,000 last year, requested,
when he was hired by the board, that
his performance be reviewed each
year, Ludwig said.
Faculty salaries were raised an
overall 7 percent in line with the
proposal passed last June by the
trustees. Across the board raises accounted for 5.6 percent of that total,
the remainder going for merit pay
raises to faculty members recommended by then- departments for
merit increases.

Olscamp, in his report to the board,
announced the appointment of a committee to study possible changes in
the student code. Last year controversy erupted when the University
proposed changes in the student code
which would have given University
officials the right to lake disciplinary
action against students who commit
misdemeanors off campus. Opposition from several student groups on
campus brought the end to the proposal, and the University said a committee would be formed to discuss the
student code.
This committee will include representatives from students, faculty,
administration and the city of Bowling Green. Citizens from the city had
complained last year about the conduct of some students off campus.
A task force on computing will be

created to develop a plan of hardware
and software purchases for the next
five years, Olscamp said. The committee will be comprised of administrative and academic process users,
he said.
Among other reports to the board,
Charles Means, former vice provost
for educational development, said
there is a need for more minority
faculty at the University. Means said
he has seen a sitoiificant change at the
University involving minorities since
1974, calling the increase in minority
graduates a "contribution to the state
of Ohio." However he said he was also
"a little sad" about the minority
situation here.
"One of my greater disappointments has been the lack of recruiting
minority faculty on campus," Means
said.

Keypunch computer system discarded
The Computer Services Department is installing 40 IBM personal
computers to replace 30 keypunch
machines in the Math/Science building.
The computers, which cost about
665,000, will not be received in time
tor fall semester because IBM delivery has not given computer services
an exact delivery date, Charles
Schultz, acting director of computer
services, said.

"I think something has got to be
done," Terry said. He is going "more
When the new computers are injust to know I've done something stalled, students will no longer use
instead of just standing back and ' keypunch cards, which are useless
saying something should De done."
once they are used, Schultz said.

Students will enter programs in the
computers via a display screen ana
will do text editing on the screen.
"The new system doesn't create a
throw-away system," he said. "It is
faster and more convenient."
The equipment is similiar to the
Apple Lab equipment, he added.
Dale Schroeder, assistant director
of academic user's services, said students will be able to get programs in
faster due to the additional 10 computers.
"It definitely should eliminate some
of the waiting time," Schroeder said.
"It's new technology and more mod-

ern since you can backspace and
correct errors on the screen."
The outdated technology of the keypunches is the main reason for the
new equipment, Schultz said. However, once the program is entered, it
will follow the same procedure of
being sent through the computer to
check on its correctness and being
returned if it is incorrect.
"Basically it (the computer) is
changing the methodology of entering
and correcting programs," Schultz
said. "It will be much more convenient for students and a more powerful system."

Freshmen football players face transition
by June Rrmlry
editor

At 11 p.m.. while many freshman
are awake and abroad in the night,
lights are clicking off in Bromfield
Hall, as the 1963-84 freshman football
team observes its curfew.
The day begins at 7:30 a.m., when
graduate assistant and part-time
coaches conduct door-to-door wakeup calls, according to Denny Stolz,
head football coach.
The 27 recruited freshman practice
mornings and afternoons until the
regular school season begins, when
they practice once a day. However,
much of their time will still be spent
on sports, making the adjustment to
college life that much more complicated, Stolz said.
College football is far more "in-

tense," for the players, all of whom
have received full athletic scholarships and were outstanding high
school players, Stolz said.
"In my senior year (in high school
year), we knew what we were going to
do. Everything just sort of came
naturally," Rick Howard, from Canton South High School, said.
"It (high school training) was a lot
easier'," lie said. "We'd jump rope,
move to another station, lift weights,
move to another station.. .here, everything's abbreviated. Here, you're
expected to know how to do everything when you get here."
In college football, time is a more
important element, according to How"It's a quicker pace. They try to
slow it down for the freshman.. .but
they can't take it too slow. Every-

z's based on time. What takes a
le days here took a week or two in
i school." he said.
ition is more intense than in
high school, according to Howard.
"'Like with injuries. Everybody
avoids injuries.. .there's always
somebody waiting to take your spot,"
he said.
The number of plays to be memorized increases in college football,
Howard said, and "faking it" is not
possible.
"In high school, you could get off on
just natural athletic ability. Here,
you're expected to know what you're
doing," he said.
"Everyone here was a star in high
school," Erik Johnson, from Warren
Harding High School in northeast
Ohio, said. "No one gets treated differently. In high school, you could get

^PLEASANT
DREAMS.

DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE WHO
NEED HELP?
You can by becoming a LINK volunteer. Make application now - deadline September 12th. If selected, you
may become one of the LINK family of people who can
help others live their lives more fully.

ONLY 2 LEFT FOR FALL

CAMPUS MANOR (at the campus)
We Have 2 Bdrm. Apts -9 &12 Month Leases
Will Place Students to Fill 2,3, & 4 Man Apts.
^
Phone 352-9302

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
Preferred Properties Co.
835 High St. - Rental Office
. Phone 352-9378
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Apartment Complexes
9:00 - 4:30Monday - Friday
Hav.en House
Piedmont - 8th & High St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manville between 6th & 7th

HOUSES
Gas h,eat - gas cooking (Landlord pays gas)

1.5 baths

{|^

Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays
Cablevision available
Lots of closet space

Some Semester Leases

Far mon Information
Call 352-5387 or 1-800-472-9411

or

: "Welcome Back/
:Freshmen Edition"
3
BG NEWS
Sunday, August 28

! Don't Miss It!
Advertising Deadline
Wednesday, August 24, 4:00 pm

coma to S2S Plka St., towllng Groan

be a "helping connection"

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included •gas heat •laundry
facilities • drapes •carpet •party & game
room • swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$300-fumished $280-unfumished
plus lights

2 bedroom - carpeted & Furnished

Residents pay only lights

sec FRE8HMEN page six

BG News Photo/by John Walker
For the 27 fresh men football recruits, the days before classes resflme are
crowded with two a-day practices and meetings.

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE A SIGNIFICANT

YOU'RE IN GOOD HANDS NOW...WITH

1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
Laundry areas in each building

what you want, and do what you
want... .If you break a rule, because
you're the star athlete, you get away
with it. Here, they don't look at you as
a star and you won't get away with
it"
The curfew is strictly enforced,
according to Stolz, although there are
no penalties "because they will be
here at 11. There's no reason to have a
penalty."
The players must open any locked
doors during bed check.
"The coaches come around and
knock on the door. 'Are you in there?'
and they turn the lights out for us,"
Howard said. " 'Are you in there?' "
" 'Yes, sir. Thank you, sir, "Johnson
said.
Joe Foley, from Gahanna Lincoln
High School near Columbus, said his

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished$200-unfurnished
all utilities included seperate bedroom
rrw twewtrmp v \Mnfwooo

newm dpi —emote wen new

Summer Special

| $3.00
Small (loin.)
■

/■"■"N

■^

Pizza
Any 1 item
with this coupon |
each additional j
item50*

352-5166 Expires 8/25/83 !
203 N. Main
■■one coupon per pizza I
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Sports commentary

Jets, Cowboys predicted winners of AFC, NFC championships
by Randy Davidson
sports reporter

. The past decade has produced several successful
National Football League
quarterbacks. Dan Fouts,
San Diego; Terry
Bradshaw, Pittsburgh and
Steve Bartkowski, Atlanta,
come to mind. The New

York Jets' Richard Todd
has been dubbed "the
quarterback of the future." Why? He has matured into a fine passer and
team leader, a kind of role
model other teams would
like their quarterbacks to
follow.
Some teams have already taken their first step
CLUB
V.T.i ■....

210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

targets at widt receiver
are Wesley Walker (39
catches, 620 yards) and
Johnny Jones. Running
back Freeman McNeil led
the NFL in rushing with
786 yards in 151 attempts,
averaging 5.2 yards per
carry. All-purpose back
Mike Augustyniak (24
catches, 189 yards; 50
rushes, 178 yards) is a good
Mocker and short-yardage
man. Defensively, the Jets
are led by defensive end
Mark Gastineau, linebackers Greg Buttle, Stan
Blinka, and Lance Mehl. If
they recover from injuries,
Joe Klecko, Abdul Salaam
and Marty Lyons should be
back in the lineup. The Jets «
have the potential to go all
the way.
I'm picking Miami in the
AFC East for a wild-card
team (11-5). Coach Don
Shula can be credited with
much of Miami's success
last year. He called the

to find a Todd' type quarterback: This year's NFL
draft resulted in a record
six quarterbacks chosen in
the first round. Baltimore
goofed by picking John Elway, who said before the
draft that he wouldn't play
for them. He was traded to
Denver and he named his
price too, reportedly about
$1 million a year for five
years.
For now, look for Todd
and the Jets to win the AFC
East division (12-4 record).
The Jets seek revenge this
year after losing to Miami
twice during last season
and also in the AFC
Championship game. Todd
was fourth in the conference in passing, as he comfleted 153 of 261 passes for
,961 yards and 14 touchdowns last year. Todd's

GREENBRIAR,
Inc.
offers
EFFICIENCIES

T

Oort^°
oe

»«& 6 E. Wooster
352-1539

1 and 2 Bedroom

APARTMENTS

Hours: 4:30-1:00 Sun.-Thurs; 4:30-2:00 Fri. & Sat.

fiin ri
f$T00!
$.75] $6-50
1
s?&

Furnished & Unfurnished

I Mlqiri
nm

I

lilt

Houses

Llrndillyiryj
EXPIRES 9/3/63
Or* Coupon Pt* Plus
Not Valid With Oth*w Couponi

3 & 4 Bedroom

pon* I

Why tin
flm

For A Large
Two Ham Pizza

last
frea dallvsry j
EXPIRES 9/3/83
On* Coupon *W PIxM
n. I
Not Valtd Wtth otfw Coupons
OrOflani

last
fria delivery

EXPIRES 9/3/83
0<w Coupon P»>
v.i.0 wtm
wtlh om».
Ollw Couponi
Coupons
I Nol
Not ValxJ
COttem

Our Drivers Do Not Carry More Than $15.00
WeReserveth^RiahMoLimi^urDelivery Area

224 E. Wooster Street
352-0717

GOOD LUCK

Hours:
Mon. - Fri.
Saturdays

ceiver. Lynn Swan retired
last year and Jim Smith
went to the USFL. And the
Steelers play Cinci at
home, at NYJ, and at
Cleveland in their last
three regular season
games.
Anderson ranked first in
the NFL last year with a 67
percent completion mark
as he completed 218 of 309
passes for 2,495 yards and
12 TD's. wide receiver
Chris Collinsworth hauled
in 49 passes for 700 yards
and tight end Dan Ross
caught 47 balls for 508
yards, respectively. I'm
picking the Bengals to win
the division (11-5).
In the AFC West, I'm
picking the LA Raiders
(11-5). The Raiders finished 8-1 last season before
losing to NYJ in the playoffs, 17-14. Offensive improvement was evident for
the Raiders, as they
climbed from 21st in the

plays, limited the pass
playing to basic patterns
and emphasized the running game. Quarterback
David Woodley ranked just
10th in the AFC last season
and he must improve.
Tommy Vigorito and Jim
Cefalo are two talented
players who deserve more
Slaying time. Bob Baumower, the Blackwood
brothers, Bob Brudzinski,
Doug Betters and Kim Bokamper head the "Killer
Bee'' defense for Miami.
And who could forget A.J.
Dube, who made some key
plays on defense last year?
The AFC Central division could come down to
Cincinnati and Pittsburgh.
Both teams have great
quarterbacks: Ken Anderson. Cincinnati and
Bradshaw, Pittsburgh. But
the Steelers have many
new starters on offense
and defense and must find
another quick, good re-

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

ON FINALS!

PRESENTING OUR
NEW MENU

league in 1961 to 10th in
1982. The bright spot on
offense is running back
Marcus Allen, who reminds me somewhat of
Gale Sayers (Bears). Allen
netted 697 yards for 11
touchdowns, averaging 4.4
yards per carry and
grabbed 38 passes for 401
yards and three touchdowns.
San Diego should finish
11-5 in the AFC West for a
wild-card berth. The amazing Dan Fouts passed for
2,933 yards and 17 touchdowns, and wide receiver
Wes Chandler caught 49 of
those passes for 1,032
yards last season, running
backs Chuck Muncie (569
yards, 8 touchdowns) and
underrated James Brooks
(430 yards. 4.9 yards per
carry ave.) are the "galloping Chargers" of the
AFC Champion Pick:
NY Jets
The Dallas Cowboys will
take the NFC Bast title (115). Quarterback Danny
White ranked fourth in the
NFL (156/247) with 2,079
yards and 16 touchdowns.
White has two fine receivers In Tony Hill (35
catches, 526 yards) and
Drew Pearson. Running
backs Tony Dorsett (745
yards) and Ron Springs
(243 yards) form a dynamic duo. The defensive
line of Randy White, Ed
Jones, John Dutton and
Harvey Martin is well proven, but age is becoming a
factor.
Also in the NFC East,
Washington will make the
playoffs as a wild-card
team (11-5). The Skins' led
the league in fewest points
given up and had 32 sacks
against opposing teams
last year. On offense, quarterback Joe Theismann led
the NFC in passing with
161 completions in 252 attempts for 2,033 yards and
13 touchdowns, while
throwing just nine inter'Pack" was back in

1962, and they should be
there again this year.
Green Bay will win the
NFC Central with a 104
record. But the Packers
must give quarterback
Lynn Dickey better pass
protection: only Chicago
gave up more sacks in the
NFC last season. John Jefferson, James Lofton(37
catches, 696 yards), and
Paul Coffman form a
mighty receiving corps.
Stiff, defense is the key to
quarterbacks success,
which is lead by George
Cumby, Rich Wingo, and
Mike Douglass.
The NFC West may be
the most unpredictable,
but I'm going with Atlanta
to win the division (104).
In a move toward defensive improvements, the
Falcons drafted Mike
Pitts, who may start at
defensive end, and linebacker John Harper. The
Falcons have a sound running game and a potent
aerial attack. Running
back William Andrews led
the team in both rushing
and receptions, with 573
yards ana five touchdowns
on the ground and 42
catches for 503 yards. Running backs Lynn Cain and
Gerald Riggs add depth
and sting to the running
game. Quarterback Steve
Bartkowski threw only
eight touchdowns last
year, but was third in the
NFL with 63.4 percent pass
completions.
San Francisco should bounce back from their 44
record last year and finish
10-6 in the NFC West as a
wild-card team. Offensively, the 49ers ranked
first in the NFC (third in
NFL) in total offense and
first in passing offense, but
were a lowly 28th in the
NFL in rushing. Maybe
newly acquired running
back Wendell Tyler will
help out in the ground
game. Quarterback Joe
Montana led the league in
TD passes with 17 while
passing for 2,613 yards.

■E.Wooster
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DEXTER'S
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WE BAKE OUR BUNS FRESH DAILY

17th Annual
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NATIONAL TRACTOR PULLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
$90.000oo
Additional Seating
Additional Parking
PURSE

I

With Contingency

-«"n

Summer
DELIVERY SPECIAL

«V

32 oz.

4? Pepsi

Zreaturina Zrreiklu xSahed

with any 2 SUB ORDERS
EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK I

^trench IfJreaeL:

(25' dal. cng. min. 7 tubs or 1 Super Dupar)
ires

L^roiSSant

Sandwich 65

Delivery starts 4 p.m.

NEW
«l*
SU****6" HOURS:
'*'
Sunday-Thursday 10 a.m.-12 Midnight
Friday-Saturday lOa.m.-l a.m.

104 S. MAIN

352-4497

352-9814
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$ BUY BACK $
AT
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

worlds Largest Outdoor Pull!
August 19, 20, 21

oos

Thursday & Friday,

wood County Fairgrounds
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

August 18 & 19

1984 Dates: August 17, 18, 19
SESSION I, 6:30 PM

SESSION II, 12 NOON

SESSION III, 6:50 PM

SESSION IV, 1:00 PM

fia.lv Aim " '98J
9000 MOO

5.ltiiraav A.ig 20 1985
500CMOO
10 00CP5

5undav Aug 21 '935
7000 MOO
12.000 P5
12 000 55
6200 ayVD MOD TRUCKS

IV

1550 MINI
SS00 4WD MOO TBUCK5

500C55

Saturday Auq JC 1985
JQ0C SS
1750 MINI
'
•
12O0COPSN

I
ADULTS $7.00
CHILD
$2 00

II & III
ADULTS 510.00
CHILD
$200

III ONLY
ADULTS $6.00
CHILD
$200

'000 55

ADULTS $7.00
CHILD
$2 00

1

FEATURING:

Two Pulling Tracks Top-notch competitors! Open Pit
Area! Retired Tractor Museunv Camping Facilities!

NOCCKXE051MCS- ■>..•.•

Sponsored Ov

NORTHWESTERN OHIO
TRACTOR PULLERS, INC.

VvYanqlenf

CHAMPIONSHIP ^ PUt 1IHG SIMS

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services
Building
Summer Hours: Monday-Thursday, 7:30 - 5:00
Friday 7:30 - 11:30

PORTAGE j!
: APARTMENTS !
FOR RENT
2 BR unfurnished apt.
in lower part of duplex.
Newly remodeled. Quiet
atmosphere. No pets.
Ref. & dep. required. All
utilities paid. 686-2333
evenings
Efficiency apt. in single story bldg. All utilities. Quiet atmophere.
No pets Ref. & dep.
required. All utilities
aid. 686-2333 evenini

NEXT
DAY

TYPESETTING

BROCHURES, BOOKLETS
POSTERS, RESUMES

SPECIAL PROJECTS
r«WSLETTERS

You don't nave 10 win days lor
vour typesetting Get nenl day
service at Century Only,
Graphics Ltd. Our high speed
compuienzed typesetting
system features a woe variety
of type styles and point met to
ht your protect needs Our
typesetting system "sets' and
"stores" simultaneously to
"play back" later lor revisions
and alterations

CENTURY

□ ■■ G»- G«A»~ CS L'O
;2tK5 I\.. Hws h_—sCnr- OM

352 7529
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Portfolio

Photography is the process of light
striking a sensitized gelatin, and later
becoming a metallic silver image.
The Job of a photojoumalist is to
manipulate those grains of silver to
create an image mat in some way
tells a story.
(clockwise from upper left) Emotions run high during a Falcon hockey
game.
The spring sidewalk climb is a sport
for the daring.
Evangelist Sister Cindy was a part
of spring in Bowling Green for several
years, but did not visit campus this
year.
The Waterbabies program, held
this summer in the Club Pool at the
Rec Center, introduced infants as
young as three months to water.
Sunlight fills a room in an old abandoned schoolhouse.
Karate Classes, held in the gymnasium of St. Thomas More parish, put
students through rigorous training,
regardless of age.

*
-

Photos by John Walker
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TRACTOR
from page one

from page three

high school team was one of the top
three teams in the state last year.
Therefore, the transition from high
school to college football was easier.
Football will take much of the players' time, but they are required to
take a minimum class load and maintain a "C" average to play in the MidAmerican conference, according to
Stoht.
Foley said coaches and an instructor advised him to schedule for fewer
courses.
"Thef don't want to see you slipD behind (with too heavy a course
)," Foley said adding that he
scheduled 14 hours for fall semester,
and will probably carry 18 spring
semester.
"It'll be hard. But most athletes will
schedule a lot lower (number of
hours) and then make it up next
semester," Foley said.
Coaches keep in contact with instructors, according to Howard.
"They watch you real close... .you
need to keep above a certain GPA or
you're ineligible. Some guy's always
waiting to take your spot," he said.

The competition in this noisy, dirtkicking motor sport is fierce. Engines
that were orginally designed to produce a maximum of 125 horsepower
are turbocharged to put out roughly
three times the horsepower that an
Indy car produces.
'•One thing everybody does with
these tractors is they don't baby
them. They don't sandbag. They run
them like tney want to blow them up.
That's what you gotta do. You gotta
get everything out of them, everyQiing,"Getzsaid.
Getz estimates that his tractor,
"Dirty Redboy," produces 700 to 1,000
horsepower while the wheels churn up
dust at speeds between 25 to 35 mph.
Participating on the Grand National Pulling Circuit, one of three
circuits for pullers, Getz travels alone
nearly 17,000 miles annually to take
part in state and county fairs, open
pulls and indoor pulls.
"The Granddaddy" as he is called
on the circuit is 73-year-old Henry
"Hank" Pheifer, a retired farmer
from Mt. Vernon 111.
Pheifer has been pulling tractors
across the country for over 30 years.

penses Leaving end ot August, beginning of Sept Cal Ralph. 3526297 or 354-3541

CLASSIFIEDS

SERVICES OFFERED
Canarfied rale* are 40* p«< -no Si 20 minimum SOLD TYPE 60' e.rra per ad
Arxooumattfy 25 U 30 spaces 0— ■*••
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS Irsbnga lor non-rjroM E**"C service ectrvibes am be inserted
ONCE tor tree and at regular rates thereafter
Deader* lor * bsengs <• 2 days behxe pubacahon at 4 00 p m Fnday al 4 00 P m * the
deedane tor the Tuesday ••Won
Ci*siif*a lorms are avaaaote at the tG News ottice. 1M University Hall

Garage space & tools lor rent
U-DO—IT GARAGE
354 1624
Improve memory wtth hypnosis.
352-6777
neaumee proteeaionaly written and
typed 352-5767

RIDES

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

PERSONALS

f+eed nder to Oregon Slate University
(Corvafcs)
One way Share ex-

Augual 17. 1963

DO SOMETHING TO CHANGE THE
WOULD1 MARCH FOR JOBS.
PEACE > FREEDOM WASHINGTON. DC AUG 27. BUS LEAVING
FROM BOWLING GREEN CONTRIBUTIONS TO HELP OTHERS GO
WILL BE ACCEPTED CALL THE
WOMEN'S CENTER FOR MORE
INFO 372-2281

HAVING A PAPER DRIVE?
NEED NEWSPAPERS
THE BG NEWS HAS FREE
NEWSPAPERS FOR
THETAKINQ
108 UMVERSITY HALL
372-2601
DO SOMETHING TO CHANGE THE
WORLD1 MARCH FOR JOBS.
PEACE a FREEDOM WASHING
TON. DC AUG 27 BUS LEAVING
FROM BOWUNG GREEN CONTRIBUTIONS TO HELP OTHERS 00
WlU. BE ACCEPTED CALL THE
WOMEN'S CENTER FOR MORE
INFO 372-2281

EARLY BIRD DINNERS
4- 7pm $4 96 MEXICAN FIESTA
Every Monday S ALL the chicken you
can eat Deluxe prime rib a seafood
bullet every Fn a Sal night
KAUFMAN'S
163 S Main

-^V^XDid Skydiving
—FT " <
youever want
to JUMP out of
an airplane?

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

THINK FALL

«

One and Two Bedroom Furn. and Unfurn.

3 Locations - Palmer, Summit and Napoleon Rd.j
m

m

We Pay Heat, Water, Trash Pickup, and
Cable Vision

m

DAT-LSAT
STCHE-GffiBW-OCAT
W-MATSSffPS/KT
SATAOmEWfTSACT

Flonble Program• Hour.

Stop Out Today - Office is
located at 400' Napoleon Rd.

Vi»H Any Ctnfr And S«« for YourfH
Why Wt Ma ke Th» OHflflK*
3530 Satcor Rd.
Suit* 201

Hours 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 10-3 Sat.
Evenings By Appointment

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
hi Wood County-Annual axama-AII
birth control methods. Pregnancy
ftga^aaaaaajaaij Appts. 3M-JS4Q

Need 1 F rmte lor 83-84 school yr
Cute house, own room. 5 min walk lo
campus Rant S125/mo Cal Amy
26fii22B2

2 lor 1 PIZZA
Evary Sunday 8 Monday
430-8:30
MARK'S PIZZA
352-3551

Need F. rmte tor turn, apt on S.
Cortege SI S145/mo , uM aid. CaJ

Single rooms lor mate a female stu
dents-near campus. 362 7365

12161937-5349

To laid o OH.

■V

536 3701

*•■■■■■■

nueaTKMui
ffCIAll'SDMCr 11

Outside NY. State Only Call TOli FREE. 100-223-1712
Canttfl in Major US Otit J.Puerto

>KO

HELP WANTED

WANTED

F mite needed $125/mo
smal uH lee Own bedroom.
362-7470

Part-time Humane Agent tor the
Wood County Humane Society Applicants must possess exceeent PR
skua, have knowledge ol and ability
to work with animals, and ratable
transportation Primary duties include
cruelty Investigations and overseeing
office operations Musi be resident ol
Wood Co Moo thru Frl. 10am M 2
p.m. plus cruelty investigations
Wages $47hr and S8 cruelty investigation. Submit resume and 3 letters
ol recommendation lo Wood Co.
Humane Society. P O Box 103.
Bowing Green. OH 43402 Apptcalion deadline Aug 31, 1983

paja

Rmte needed al Winthrop Terrace
Apts. on Summit SI Prat, a senior or
grad student Cal 352 7081. Beau
My name a CLYDE S I need a good
home I'm a coke mix. wot mannered,
house broken a 7 months old The
beat thing about me is I'm FREE Cal
3526670

TYPESETTER WANTED
MUST BE FAMILIAR WJTH HENDRIX
640 SYSTEM USED BY SCHOOL OF
JOURNALISM.
EXPERIENCE
NEEDED—CALL 372-0241.
STUDENT CONSUMER UNION

and Tar onto. Canada

FOR SALE

'_

Furniture a houeehotd item sale
Aug 26-28. 10-5
817 ValeCI

Wanted lo buy
dorm size refrigerator
Cal evenings Lisa 352-5751

Sola bed In good condition
SI 00.00.
Caa 152-2254after 5pm,aaklor Bill.

Rmte. wanted tor 13-64 school year
to share 4 bdrm. house close to
campus. ttOOfmo. 0 utll. Own
bdrm.-lum. 352-3958.

FOR RENT

F rmte lor Fan. SllO'mo.. 4th SI
354-3597 days: 352-3614 alter 4
M rmte wanted fo' 63 84 school
year New 1 bdrm apt 1 brock from
campus. S138/mo a alec (gas heal
a stove) 352 3679 or 352-3039
after 5 pm

■iiKl^

Apartments lor 3 or 4 students
near campus

352-7365.
Efficiency dose lo campus ALL
UTILITIES FREE Cal Newlove Managemant 352 5620.
Need male a lemon students to HI
houses a apartments-AI near cam-

VIEW!
EVERYTHING LOOKS BETTER
THROUGH CORRECT PRESCRIPTION LENSES
SNH.UVBWNUNSANDHIAME-

pus 352-7365

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits.

Why <v* our natV BuMm* BetcuRt »o -rtW
•WKtdsftoaua'* C*J»*•» m*» emm^rjood
cfcHMricyirt -.ly-lrom tame*
f*V *» SLvt »Wh tr* DM) ingteKMnu-i**
rMbutttrm* Tlwi *• rof It*oOuQ"»fuWff*
ripjN lt*CTnsM» and cul OUl t«cri Mcu* by hand
*««1 ** pop •"* « Ou* rmm DaKUl ov«r»•W* IT«y rt DtWM up -n »m** baHOM 0

2 bdrm apt.-turn, or unlurn. IS
baths New carpet a furniture Undergraduates only 733 Manvtaa. 3543851

2 bdrm kj rum apt Single level
duplex CuM. dose to campua
362-6040 attar 5pm
BIB 7th- NEW MANAGEMENT" 2
bdrm (urn or unlurn FREE WATER.
SEWER a HEAT Low prices
Newtove Management. 336 S Main

352-5620
1 bdrm unlurn OUrET btdg FREE
WATER. SEWER, CABLE TV Gas
heat. Low prices. Very dean apts
Cal Newtove Managemnt. 336 S
Main, 3626620
THURSTON APARTMENTS
EFFICIENCIES. AIR CONO . CA
BLE—VtSrON. LAUNDRY FACILI
TIES NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
* FALL 451 THURSTON AVE
CALL 352-5435
1 a 2 bdrn turn apts lor Fal Al uhl
turn except etec 'gas heal Close lo
campus 352-5239
2 6 1 bdrm. apts
A Merlin Immediately
Deposit. No Pels
352-4285, sHer 5 OO pm
3 bdrm hae aval 8/27 1 yr lease
Ooeelo BGSUftown S330/mo a
uM Cal 352-2748 eves
2 BDRM . FURN /UNFURN
Wa pay hoe) a Cable TV
PLUS
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
We pay utll a phone
Phone 352-4671 or 352 1800
Ideal lor Grad Students
Fumlehed Efficiency
complete w/cotor TV a cable
BUCKETE BUDGET MOTOR INN
' 1740 Eaal Wooaler SI
Long a Short Term Leases
354-3162-352-1520. alter 4

I bdrm rum apt Complete «•/ color
TV. cable a al utl Ideal lor grat
student or students Ph 354-3182
12-4 or 352-1520
315 1(2 S Mam Quiet privale apl
bdrm. turn Cal Newlove Managt

moot 352 5620
Treler for rent 2 bdrm lurn Encel
cond S190/mo incrud water Prefer
students |2I6| 247-3609 eoleel
Apartment vacant
Immed opening, first floor

Cal 1-535-5937

PIZZA SPECIAL

tfweugh ma day So My'rt afway* fceaft-juii ■*•
our Kantucfcy Fnad Ockan.-.
WaAMtM«eS«*SKiry Drop Dy and lasts
our Buntxm* Bacut) to yuunaK O pOt up an
aura doian tor tha lam*y
AManpyihamnaprjay - ritar

LARGE PIZZA

$5

with on« Ham 1 Hill coupon ^
FREE DELIVERY

fe| lvjntackyrriea Chicken

MARK'S PIZZA PUB
352-3551

MNKMIBBANDNtAMI*

$29*8

HOUSE FOB RENT
2 M ruttea needed
All utilities paid J150/mo.
362-7365, ask Mrs. Catty

Male rmte. needed tor 1MS44. Ml)
St. Luxury apte. Call Jamie In Cleveland (2U) 362-73M

Prolaaaionai man a wila wiah to adopt
■Ham galal medicals paid Contact
Howard V Mania.. Alto-nay 1216)
251-8020 Oeve OH

F rmte needed to share apt with 3
other gals S62/mo a utti Unlurn
but fjal need a bed Cal Jamie at
352-6174

ECnilG-FLEX'VQE'RNBDS
NDBIJ

1 bdrm. apt -turn or unlurn 825
Tfard St Grad students or mature
undergrad Modem 354-3951

Wanted Book shelves, worktable'desk, kilchen table Cal 362 0236

Ma

eded lor houee on N
Roon
Enterprise 352-1917

F. RMTE. NEEDED FOB IMS.
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS: 3
BDRMS , 1 Vi BATHS, PORCH. NEW
CARPETINO. S110 * UTIL. CALL
352-6374 Of) STOP BY 204 S. SUMMIT.

TWL-MSKP-MBI.I.M
:

1 or 2 people to able 1 bdrm apt in
Winthrop-Summit 83-84 sen yr
Rent negotiable 354-1793 or 3521973

2 bdrm. apt Furn. or unlurn 1H
baths New carpel a furniture Sorry,
no undergraduate students unless
married or very mature 777 Marrvwe
364-3861
CAMPUS MANOR
has 2 openings lor fal sen yr Also, a
couple openings lor 4-person apts
Ph 352-9302 or 352-7365, eves

MATURE OF QRAD F TO SHARE
QUIET FURN HOUSE. UNTIL DEC
OR ALL YEAR OPTION CALL PAT
354-1361 OR WORK 354 1802

PREPARE FOR

his old man. I don't know why there's
really no logical explanation. Beginner's luck maybe or maybe dad had
the whole thing set up ana the kid just
knows bow it works, he said.
Grimm is cautious aboout his twoyear-old son continuing the family
tractor pulling tradition.
"It wouldn t matter to me if he
(George) wanted to pull. If he wanted
to we^l built something for him to
ride," he said, while a child's green
toy tractor sits in the backyard.
The urge to play in the dirt with the
beautiful snarling diesel burning machinery of the tractor puller may
begin at an early age, peak later on
and continue through to senior citizenship.
"I've always told myself that I'm
Soing to have to quit one day, because
is very expensive but I can't see
myself quitting just for going down
the track for 15 seconds. It's a joy it
really is. They are a lot of work and I
go to a lot of pulls by myself. I just
make sure that my tractor is ready
and even that gets kind of tough once
and a while but I figure it's worth it,"
Larry Getz said.

WRITtRS-WHITtHS-WHITERS
Wriiera with dosir. 10 Investigate A
raporl currant events should conlad MHta: 372-0248.
Studont Conaumar Union.

GREENE COUNTY SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER

!

On Site Management

FREE CAMPUS FILM TONIGHT
STARWARS
7 PM - MAX AUDITORIUM

If the answer to that question is YES-

5133769293
513 372 6116

■

horsepower game. Who can spin the
tires the fastest.
"Dads are stepping down and letting the younger generation drive.
After a point reflexes start slowing
down. A kid 15 or 16 who has never
driven before could hop on and beat

Need male > female students lo HI
houses A apartments-Al near campus 302-7386

Jump at your own risk

Best Place to Live off Campus

dragster-like tractors, "Sassy
Massy" and "Spitfire," with helicopter
turbine engines.
f
'We did run the piston motors like
the big block Chevy's. Wejust got
tired of working on them. We saw a
couple of guys (who) had the helicopters motors and they (the motors) just
kept running and running and running
but never worked on them. The helicopters are actually a lighter weight
motor and they have more horsepower," Grimm said.
Grimm, a second generation puller,
thinks it is not so much driving skill
that makes a good pull possible, but
the power of the tractor.
"Nowadays, it's more tractor than
driver skill. Ten years ago I'd say
driver skill was 50 percent of it, the
tractor 25 percent and 25 percent the
luck of the draw. Now it's just a big

full-blown dragster motors and are
the most feared of all the tractors and
the high-powered two-wheel and fourwheel drive pickups that require a
ladder to get in.
Frames are usually custom built so
the puller may enter several different
weight classes by adding or removing
engines and extra weights. Some pullers are able to change engines in less
than four minutes, according to Beth
Nagle, secretary of the NOTPI.
''Now, a lot of them are building to
run all four weight classes," modified
driver Gary Grimm said. "They feel
that if they haul it somewhere, why sit
there and run only one or two races
when you can run all four? There's a
little more work throwing weight but
if they can do it and be competitive,
they're doing it. Some of them are
buying additional motors to do it.
They run the 5,000 class with two
motors, the 7,000 with three or four, 9,000 up to six engines and the 12,000
whatever."
Grimm, who last week won the
modified class at the Wood County
Fair, and his father Merle, who has
been pulling for 30 years, propel their

"I really don't know how long I'll
continue. Probably as long as it is
enjoyable to me I'll be a-pullin',"
Pheifer said.
As the oldest man still pulling on the
circuit, he logged nearly 30,0000 miles
last year in ius mobile home, pulling
his tractor from California to New
York and from Florida to Canada.
Pheifer recently pulled in the Ohio
State Fair tractor pull where his $30,000 pro-stock broke down.
Breakdowns in machinery are
fairly constant. When trouble with the
engine arises, pullers usually go to the
closest dealership at the next stop and
ask for a spot to tear down their
tractor. For Pheifer, this is the third
consecutive year that he has broken
down before the pull in Bowling
Green.
The classification of pulling tractors include "modifieds, where pullers build their own machines using
four to six blown racing motors, turbine or jet engines; "super-stock"
and "pro-stock the only ones that
closely resemble a field tractor;
"minis" which started out as garden
tractors ten years ago, but now run

CLIP S SAVE $$

$4988

Expires 8/20/83

Including your choice of ovor 1.000 current from* fashion*. Tinted, plastic, oversize,
out of stock lenses priced higher.

>49

. FOR SOFT
CONTACT
LENSES

!•**> «*

Cora kit and professional
fe* not Included

M.49 i *1.49
S-PHCl
MXAL

8-PBCE
MEAL

ITB EXAMMIO IT N. KENNETH 6. MRU, O.D.
'Standard claar glass plus —400 lo —TOO Cyl.
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O..ahwa'1'mOwi

* 'Exam priced soparately
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ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Burlinqton
Optical INC
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Fr*sh-Bok*d Buttarmllk Biscuits Mad* From Scratch

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kgntucky Fried Chicken
1020 N. Moin - B.G. - 352-2061

EVERY

■ I m<- * CUrAa.
'Oe bcaaorlikaCmerl
• «liililfiialMiaa>riy

Milton's
on main

j

WEDNESDAY
LADY'S NIGHT
Special Drinks
for Special Ladies
104 S. Main

j

.J

